
CAP060
 LJ12A3-4-Z/BX NPN-NO CAPTEUR DE PROX

INDUCTIF 4MM

In this illustration we will going to wire the NPN Inductive Proximity Sensor to detect metal
or any metal objects, this device also can be used as a metal detector screening when people
walking through the entrance to find metal objects.

This metal sensor are inductive sensors. Which means that it induces current when metal is
near to it. This sensor is a non-contact electronic sensor that is used detect positions of a metal
objects. The sensing sensing range depend on the type of metal being detected. Ferrous Metal,
such as iron and steel, allow for a longer sensing range, while nonferrous metal objects such
as aluminum, copper, can reduce the sensing range by 60 percent. Since the output of an
induction sensor has two possible states, an inductive sensor sometimes referred to as an
inductive proximity switch.



This sensor consist an induction loop, electric current generates a magnetic field, which
collapses generating a current that falls toward zero from its initial trans when the input
electricity stops.

The inductance of the loop changes according to the material inside it and since metals are
much more effective conductors that other materials the presence of metal increases the
current flowing through the loop. This change can be detected by sensing circuitry which
signal pass true to some other device whenever metal is detected.

This device is commonly used in traffic lights, car washes, manufacturing machinery,
automated industrial machinery, elevators and building automatons this device is mostly used
because can adopt in a rugged and dirt environment.

In this example we will going to used PNP NO 3-WIRE Cylindrical Inductive Proximity
Sensor

Detecting Distance: 4mm
Supply Voltage: DC6-36V
Current Output: 300 mA
Response Frequency: 100Hz
Detect Object: Metal
Column Sensor Dia.12mm

Wiring Guide with Arduino MCU



The metal proximity sensor will have three color wire. The blue should be in the ground,
brown is on +VCC which should be giving to Arduino + 5v VCC and when you take metal
near tot the sensor it induces more current which results in higher voltage. In this case you
need to open your serial monitor to see the incoming signal from the analog pin then make a
threshold to determine if metal is detected or not.

Generally speaking the Iron/Copper or Metal with good magnetic properties will induce more
that 1v when brought nearer to the sensor you need to touch the surface it will start detecting
from a distance about 3CM.
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Introduction

This is my first article about Raspberry pi and I am a new programmer for raspberry as well

but I took some courses and self-study to do my senior project so I have some knowledge

about this topic and I would like to share and exchange some knowledge. If there are any

problems or errors, please feel free to give me a comment or suggestion.

Hardware Preparetion

1. Raspberry Pi model B with Raspbian

2. Inductive Proximity Sensor (LJ12A3–4-Z/BX)



Example of Inductive Proximity Sensor (ebay)

How to set up Raspberry Pi

Pin of Raspberry pi 3 model B (Imgae source)



The first thing that you need to know is the name of pins of the Raspberry pi 3 model B.

Today, we work on GPIO (General-Purpose Input/Output) pins (Details) and the number of

pins is used in the code as well.

The circuit of Raspberry pi and the sensor



I connect the orange line with the 4th pin (5V Power), black line with the 6th pin (Ground),

and blue line with the 11th pin (GPIO 17).

How to set up python code

1. Install the related library which is RPi.GPIO
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install rpi.gpio

2. Create a python file named test.py
nano test.py

3. Put some code
import time
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO

# Pin of Input
GPIOpin = -1

I import the time library to delay when I print the output value and the RPI.GPIO is used to get

the input value.
# Initial the input pin
def initialInductive(pin):
  global GPIOpin
  GPIOpin = pin
  GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
  GPIO.setup(GPIOpin,GPIO.IN, pull_up_down=GPIO.PUD_DOWN)
  print("Finished Initiation")
  print(GPIOpin)

I create the “initialInductive” function to initial the pin of raspberry pi easier.
# Detect Metal
def detectMetal():
  if(GPIOpin != -1):
    state = GPIO.input(GPIOpin)
    if state:
      print("Metal Detected")
    else :
      print("Metal Not Detected")
  else:
    print("Please Initial Input Pin")



I also wrote the “detectMetal” function that read the digital
value from the input pin and then prints the value out. The state
variable will have 2 value which is 1 or true so if it true, I will
print “Metal Detected”. Otherwise, I will print “Metal Not
Detected”
# test module
if __name__ == '__main__':
  pin = 17
  initialInductive(pin)
  while True:
    detectMetal()
    time.sleep(0.2)

This is a code that I use to check all functions. I use the GPIO
pin 17 (from the circuit) to test my code.

4. Have fun with the code


